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An Analysis of Western, Feminist and
Aboriginal Science Using the Medicine

Wheel of the Plains Indians

Lillian E. Dyck

What is sc ience? What un derlies our belie/in the objectivity
of the scientific method? How does being a woman or an
Aboriginal affect a scientist 's work? The following paper
explores th ese questions and shows that sc ience as we kn ow
it in the modern Western hem isphere does not acknowledge
openly the influence of the sc ientis t on her/his sc ientific
work in term s of personal or cultural belief s, nor does it
openly allow f or the gaining ofscientific knowledge through
methods other th an the so-called sc ientific me thod, such as
g ut hunches or creative insights.

Qu 'es t-ce que c 'es t que /a science? Sur qu oi notre croy ance
dan s I 'obj ectivite de la methode sc ientifi que es t-e /le basee?
Etr e femme or Autochtone, co mment cela affecte-t-il Ie
travail d 'un scientifique? eel article examine ces questions
et dem ontre que la science, telle que nous fa co nnaissons
dans I 'Hemisphere occidental modern e, ne reconnait pas
ouve rte me nt I 'influence des croyances personnelles ou
c ult ure lles du scientifique sur son travail. De plus , la
science ne p erm et pas ouverte me nt I 'acqu is it io n des
conna issances scient ifiques par des methodes autres que
ce lie appellee 10 methode scientiflque, tels que par une
co nviction prof onde ou des apercus creatifs.

This paper was originally titled "Putting the Woman and the Aboriginal
into the Scientist: A Female Urban Indian Scientist' s Perspective." This is
rather masculinist language; now, I think the more appropriate title is
"Honouring the Aboriginal Woman in the Scientist."

While preparing this paper for the Women and Other Face s in Science
Conference, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, September 1996, I had difficulties
organizing and focusing my thoughts and realized that this was because I
was not sure which style oflanguage to use: The language of the scientist,
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the feminist orthe Aboriginal.l speak all three languages. ' Neuroscience is
my area ofscience: [have researched how the brain uses chemical transmitters
and how drugs, particu larly antidepressants, affect neurotransmission; I
have also investigated alcohol metabolism and most recently the
biodistribution and metabolism ofnew aliphatic propargylamine drugs that
hold the promise of being neuronal rescue drugs . I am a feminist,
knowledgeable about femini st and other critiques ofWestern or Eurocentric
science.' I was raised in mainstream Canadian prairie culture and have
recently begun to incorporate Aboriginal ideology into my thinking and
practice. As chair ofWomen and Other Faces in Science, [built in a session
devoted to Aboriginal voices that provided an atmosphere of safety where
I began to speak from an integrated place - as an Aboriginal woman - not
just as a scientist who normally spe aks as an objective authority and
removes herself from the spoken or written word.

Mainstream North American culture maintains stereotypical images
about what a scientist looks like and how a scientist conducts research.
What springs to mind are images of a man in a white lab coat pursuing
research rationally and objectively and whose findings lead to an elucidation
of universal truths. The public usually assume s that scientific enquiry is not
affected by the scientist's preconceptions (scienti sts are con sidered selfless
and objective) and the scientific meth od itselfis thought to be immune from
bias, so scientific experiments are thought to lead inevitably to indisputable
results.

As a result, the identity ofthe scien tist is con sidered unimportant. Thus,
the underrepresentation of women or racial minorities is not seen to be a
problem in terms of the kinds of research conducted. To illustrate how
holding feminist or Aboriginal world views can , in fact , affect scientific
practice, this paper will briefly describe the traditional Western scientific
method, examine assumptions inherent in it and highlight the influence of
the investigator or scientist on research. Then it will describe how feminist
and Aboriginal beliefs change the traditional view. Finally, sc ience will be
examined using the medi cine wheel of the Plains Indians.

The traditi onal or textbook con cept of Western science' is as foll ows:
• The scientist is completely sep arate from her object of inve stigation

(e. g., rat s, subatomic particles).
• The scientific method is infallible, exact and accurate.
• The scientist is unbiased, objective and impartial.
• Scientific knowledge is value-free.

Is thi s concept an illusion? A delusion? The truth?
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The Oxford English Dictionarydefines science and scientists as follows:
Science is the "physical or natural sciences, collectively" ; natural science
is"one dealing with material phenomena and based mainly on observation,
experiment and induction - as chem istry, biology, phys ical science." A
scientist is a "person with expert know ledge of a (us ually physical or
natural) science" or a "pe rson using scien tific methods." The definition of
ascientist is embedded in the definition ofnatural science. This creates the
illusion that natural science exists independently from the scientist. The
scientist who makes the material phenomena known to herself and to us by
observationand experimentation is not acknowledged. Similarly, we scientists
usecommunication styles that create an illusion that we are separate from
our science. We render ourselves invisible by using eliminating the first
person: instead of "I observed that the rats treated with drug "x ' were
startled more easily than those treated with drug 'y ' . . . ," we say " Drug 'x '
resulted in . . . ."

Some definitions of the scientific method do not even mention the
scientist as the agent carrying out the various steps:

Steps in the Scientific meth od:
I . the formulation of a hypothesis.
2. the design of an experiment to test the hypothesis - meth od to

observe, measure, identifying variables, rand om sampling.
3. execution ofthe experiment.
4. analysis of the data.
5. judgement ofthe hypothesis .
6. generalization - conclusion, involving inductive reasoning.'

Clearly, a person is involved in every step , so an alternative view of
Western science expose s the scientist and poin ts out that the scientific
method is subject to the scientist' s bia ses; the sc ient ist is imbedded in the
research; the scient ist has whatever biases pervade her culture. Scientific
knowledge, by this view, is not value-free but a product limited by and
tainted with the values of the culture that produces it.

Thus, scientists help present science as static through our acceptance of
the belief in the infallibility of the scientific method and through our sty le
of communication. Kuhn would describe this behaviour as part of our
informal training as scientists: we and we alone learn the unwritten rules of
our enterprise.

This simple introduction has focused on the roles of individual scientists,
but Kuhn examines in depth the practice of science by the scientific
community as a whole. He points out with clarity and eloquence how the
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ever-changing face ofscience, our constantly evolving knowledge ofnature,
is hidden or made invisible in the way textbooks are written and the way in
which scientists are trained. ' Science textbooks, which he claims are the
main pedagogic instrument for training in science, are written from the
perspective ofthe currently accepted theories; in rewriting or revising, the
per spective ofthe old knowledge is removed as though it did not exist. For
example, before Copernicus, the earth's moon was regarded as a planet and
any observations ofit were interpreted from that perspective; after Copernicus
was accepted, the moon was regarded as a satellite orbiting Earth, and all
subsequent observations were interpreted and all previous observations
reinterpreted from the new perspective." In thi s way, the perspective of
science is presented to the public as having always been as it is; as e fa it
accompli; as static , unchanging, immune to error.

According to Kuhn, studies of the history of science show that the
scientific meth od is not sufficient to produce "unique, substantive
conclusion ." In fact , a number ofincompatible conclusions may be reached
by using the same method but asking different questions.' Furthermore, he
notes that sufficient accumulation of these inconsistencie s eventually leads
to the overthrow of accepted scientific theory , usually via another type of
science, which he call s revolutionary or creative science.' Scientists whose
perspective is grounded in the old paradigm or theory think one way ; those
whose data are inconsistent with the old paradigm think differently because
they view the problem while being immersed in the process ofgenerating a
new paradigm. In other words, revolutionary science occurs when anomalous
findings (findings that are not consistent with accepted theory) are discovered
and consensus (about rejecting the current theory) within the scientific
community has not been reached. Kuhn states that, when the old beliefs are
rejected, a new set of problems and standards to judge validity are adopted
by the science community as a whole ." Normal science then resumes once
again, until new anomalies are discovered. The process ofscience, then, is
a continual cycle ofnormal science interspersed with revolutionary science.

Perhaps the greatest blow to the textbook view of Western science in
modern times has come from physics, a science thought to be the gold
standard of linear, reductioni st science. The discovery that subatomic
particles behave unpredictably, or with uncertainty, and that they appear to
influence one another's behavi our(i .e., they behave neither predictably nor
independently as single unit s whose properties can be studied and
characterized in isolation from each other) make it evident that traditional
concepts of science need to be modified to include such observations.

Feminist scholars have al so challenged traditional concepts ofWestern
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science.I. Feminist scientists "acknowledge that they, like everyone else,
have values and beliefs and that these affect how they practice their
science."!' Feminist scientists openly acknowledge that they have biases
affecting the research questions they propose, interpretation oftheir results
andthe conclusions they reach. Feminist science is seen in the context ofthe
society-the social or cultural environment - in which it is carried out. They
make their values and beliefs known; they do not adopt a stance of
neutrality. Moreover, they have as a goal the use oftheir research to obtain
women's equality. Women in the (social) community are seen to be an
integral part ofthe research team, as collaborators in proposing projects and
carrying out research. Feminist scientists are accountable to the community.
Feminist science is non-hierarchic - a science "with the people, by the
people and for the people," according to Margaret Benston." The goal is to
create knowledge grounded in women's experiences - virtually all Western
science has been grounded in men's experiencesD

The question, "What is Aboriginal science?" is more difficult; little is
written on the topic. I' One way to answer it would be to ta lk about what was
known by our ancestors in fields such as astronomy, agriculture and
medicine. However, my intent here is to focus on the process ofAboriginal
science. What were the traditional (ancestral) ways of knowing? Having
been raised in White society, I am not schooled in traditional Aboriginal
ways. Furthermore, some aspects ofAboriginal knowledge are sacred and
learned by an extensive process oftraining with an Elder; this knowledge is
not shared with others publicly unless Elders from that community decide
it is right to do so. What I will do in this paper is to examine the way I as
a Western trained scientist do science using the medicine wheel ofthe Plains
Indians as a framework for analysis.

The concepts embraced by the medicine wheel are an integral part of
Plains cultures. It can be used to understand ideas, to show how all things
are living and interconnected." Everything is considered to have four
aspects: spiritual, emotional, physical and mental. For example, a person is
considered to be in balance or in harmony when each ofthese four aspects
is equally developed. A person is whole when the opposite yet related
aspects of the wheel are in balance (physical in balance with spiritual,
mental in balance with emotional).

Tables I through 3 summarize the learning processes, the thinking
processes and vision of Western science, feminist science and Aboriginal
science as I see them with respect to their location in the medicine wheel.
Differences among these three can be seen by comparing the characteristics
listed.
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Vision
Thinking

Table 1: Analysis ofWestern Science

East (physical aspect)
Learning A process of acquiring scientific knowledge in terms of:

the language - written or published material
the methods - what they are and the physical carrying out of

experiments
use ofthe physical senses, tools, pieces of equipment to observe

and conduct supervised experiements; hands-on science.
Vision Focused like the mouse - vision is limited to what is nearby, but

able to see clearly separate objects in a complex environment
Thinking Atomistic, reductionistic, linear , step by step

South (emotional aspect)
Learning By experimentation - the active stage of producing scientific

knowledge.
Able to design own experiments, speculate, solve problems,
analyze.
Passionate involvement in the practice of science.
Science is fun.
Enmeshment with research possible, biases unacknowledged.

Vision Ability to see a bigger picture than from the perspective of the
East; still coloured with personal perspective.

Thinking Authoritarian, linear, logical, black and white.
Opposites are in conflict with each other.
I'm right, you're wrong (judgemental).
Dualistic thinking - all-or-none thinking.

West (spiritual-creative aspect)
Non-existent.

North (mental/intellectual aspect)
Learning At the wisdom stage - acquired with experience.

Learning integrates knowledge from the physical and emotional
aspects but not the other two aspects of the wheel.

The scientist works alone or as a separate individual in group
work.

Limited, not detached from personal investments.
No integration of reason and intuition.
Authoritarian,judgemental.
Ethical and moral aspects ofscientific practices considered to be
oflittle or no relevance .
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Traditional Western science displays many attributes that can be
designated as the mental, physical and emotional aspects of the medicine
wheel (Figure I) , and many sci entists like myselfwere attracted to research
career s because of an intense curiosity (emotional and intellectual aspects)
tounderstand how the material world operates from a reductionist perspect ive
(physical aspect) and an abili ty to master the meth ods (tools , equipment)
(physical aspect) used in research. We isolate and take things apart and
selective ly manipulate single variables to figure out how something wor ks
(phys ical aspect). The intellectual or mental aspects of science in term s of
linear, reduc tioni st thin king are well developed, but in terms of integrated
logical and intuitive th inking or in terms of postulating interconnected
models rather than linear model s, they are not well devel oped. In traditional
Western science, there is no spiritual domain.

Table 2: Analysis of Feminist and Other Alternative Sciences

East
Same as Western science.

South
Same as Western sc ience .

West
Non-existent, same as Western science.

North (mental/intellectual aspect)
Learning is at the wisdo m stage - acquired with experience.

Learning by integrationofknowledgeacquired fromthe emotional,
physical and inte llectual aspec ts of the wheel.

Balanced learning - seeingthatthings are connected non-linearly."
The scientist works synergistically in groupor collaborative work,

with diverse perspectives on a problem and diverse ways of
th inking leading to new insights.

Awareness of the need for community input and the impact of
sc ience on the community (persons and environment)."

Vision Broad perspective , detached from personal opinion, set in the
social context.

Thinking Combining diverse elements or perception (accepting, non
judgemental).
Can see that all things fit together , are interconnected."
Ethical and moral aspects of scientific practices consid ered to be
crucial.
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Vision
Thinking

Feminist science(as well as ecological and environmenta l sciences), in
contrast to tradit ional Western science, is more conscious ofthe complexity
ofthe materi al world , It could be said that femin ist science and these other
scientific discip lines are more balanced in that thei r intell ectual aspect has

Table 3: Analys is ofAboriginal Science

East
Same as Western and femini st science,

South
Same as Western and feminist science.

West (spiritual-creative aspect)
Learning By use of intuit ion - an ope nly advocated, accepted way of

knowing.
Going within stage, a time of inner contemplation (h ibernation

of the bear) .
Accessing information from the subconsc ious rea lm of our

beings.
Active listen ing to our gut hunche s, intuition, dreams and spirit

helpers to provide insights into problem -solving in the
physical realm.

Far-see ing as the eagle; intuitive insight deve loped .
Creative, open to intuitive insights.
Flexible - non-perfectioni st, balance rathe r than dualism.
Opposi tes define or compliment each other.
Ability to see patterns of relatio nships that are non-linear.

North
Same as for Western and feminist science, plus:
Learn ing At the wisdom stage - acquired with experience.

Learning by integration ofknowledge acquired from all aspects
of the whee l, including the spiritua l aspect.

Balanced learn ing - seeing that all thin gs are conn ected"
to imagine, to interpret
to see the connections
to use intuition (h unches, insight) consc iously.

Vision Broad perspecti ve, detached from personal opinion and informed
by spiritual insight.

Thinking Active integration of intuition and reason.
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been developed to include non-linearity," plus a patent awareness of the
biases and influence of the scientist on the research itself(see Table 2) .

Aboriginal science (see Table 3) openly advocates a spiritual aspect;
none of the alternative ways of doing science (feminist, ecological or
environmental sciences) do so.

How does one cultivate the creative or spiritual aspects of doing
science? This is the interesting question that I leave with you. AliI can offer
now as an answer is that it requires a scientist who incorporates spiritual
practices into her/his personal life and thus has the tools to appl y to her/hi s
professional scientific life .

The creative aspect ofWestern science is largely undefined and invisible.
Western science is thought to have no creative domain. However, Kuhn

N

Mental aspect of science:
integrated

w Spiritual aspect ofscience:
creative

Physical aspect of science:
reductionist E

Emotional aspect of science:
authoritarian

S

Figure 1: Placing the Thinking Processes of Western Science into
the Medicine Wheel
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considers revolutionary or creative science to be essential to the growth or
development of new scientific theories; leaps forward do not occur by the
linear, reductionist methods of Western science." In my opinion, it is the
methods of creative science that have been made invisible to the scientific
and non-scientific communities. I was happy to see that Kuhn mentioned,
albeit briefly, that intuition and illumination during sleep were the methods
ofproblem-solving employed in creative science." What was ofparamount
significance for me on reading his essay was the recognition that the big
leaps in scientific thinking occurred via revolutionary science - through
dreams, intuition, sudden insight from out of the blue.

Two examples of these creative methods, which were mere asides
during my undergraduate chemistry lectures, have stuck in my brain to this
day. Kekule dreamt of a snake swallowing its tail when he was trying to
figure outthe chemical structure ofbenzene - the dream gave him the insight
to look ata ring structure. Similarly, Mendeleyev used playing cards to sort
out the relationship between the chemical properties ofelements and their
atomic weights, and came up with the periodic table.

The individual scientist plays a role in hiding the existence ofthese other
"scientific" methods . For instance, the solution to a problem might come in
the form of a night-time dream to a scientist, but that insight alone is not
acceptable scientific proof or evidence. What happens is that the insight
from the dream gives the scientist the perspective from which to design an
appropriate experimentto provide scientifically acceptable evidence. When
the research is completed and written up for publication, the insight ofthe
dream is not described in the methods or the discussion. There may be
reluctance in revealing publicly the "unscientific" process of creative
insight. What is clear to me as a scientist, though, is that this type ofscience
-the big leaps forward in thinking - is what is most exciting and what many
of us strive to attain .

If we call these unusual methods ofproblem solving creative, they likely
will be acceptable to every scientist; however, the adjective spiritual would
be rejected. For centuries, philosophers have debated the existence of a
spiritual world; in Aboriginal culture, there is no debate. The spiritual and
physical worlds both exist, and it is from the former that our creative
insights and dream messages originate.

This analysis of Western, feminist and Aboriginal science using the
medicine wheel comes from my limited understanding as an urban Indian
raised outside ofmy Plains Cree culture. [am relatively young with respect
to my journey of learning about my Cree heritage from various Teachers,
so when it was pointed out to me that I had erred in placing the spiritual
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aspect of the medicine whee l in the west rather than the east, I was not
surprised. The east is the place of entry into the medicine wheel - it is the
spiritual beginning. We are born into this world as pure spirits. My
upbringing in Eurocentric society and training in Western science have
conditioned me to think ofthe physical domain as the logical starting place,
so I placed the physical aspect of science in the east. I was aware of this
anomaly, since the diagram in the Sacred Tree shows the spiritual aspect in
the east of the wheel, but my mind was not able to accept this placement
yet.

Perhaps in time, as I begin to understand the spiritual aspectofscience
and its practitioners better, I will be able to place it in the east. Undoubtedly,
those people who choose to go into science because they wish to understand
the mysteries and complexities of the universe would have no difficu lty
placing the spiritual aspect ofscience in the east position (Figure 2) . Tho se

N

w Physical

Mental

Emotional

s

E

Figure 2: The Medicine Wheel ofthe Plains Indians
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who were attracted to science by a dee p love of natur e and the des ire to do
something soulful rather than mundane - who stu dy astronomy or biology
to gain a glimpse of the interconnectedness and mysteries ofl ife - clearly
have spiritual and not simply intell ectual reasons for their sc ientific
enquiries. When [ was in grade school, that was what intrigued me about
science; however, as I grew older and adapted to the education sys tem , I
deve loped my inte llectual ab ilities intensively, but that other part ofme, the
spiritual-creat ive part, was shut away and is only now slowly resurfacing.
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1 The sty les, voc abulary and meanings of certain words, writt en or spoken, may
vary between spec ialized subgroups. Thomas Kuhn al so used the metaphor of
language to de scribe the communication gap between " me n who h old
incommen surable viewpoints" who are like "members of different language
communities" ; The Structure of Scie ntif ic Revolution s, 2nd ed . (Ch icago,
Universi ty of Chicago Press. 1970). p. 175.
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especially its stance on being objective and value-free. It is not my intention to
review these papers, but I found several to be especially helpful: Ruth Bleier,
"Introduction," in Feminist Approa ches to Science, edi ted by R. Bleier (New
York: Pergamon Press, 1988), pp. 1-1 7; Ursula Franklin, " Lett er to a Graduate
Student," Ca nad ian Woman Studies 13 (1993): 12-15 ; Sue V. Rosser, "The
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Roberta Mura, "Searching for Subjectivity in the World of the Sc iences:
Feminist Viewpoints," Canadian Research Inst itute for the Advancement of
Women Papers no . 25; Evelyn Fox Kel ler, "Introduct ion," Secrets of Life,
Secrets of Deoth (New York: Rou tledge. Chapman and Ha ll, Inc. , 1992) .
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12 Margaret Benston (1937- 199 1) was a chemi st and a Women's Studies scholar
at Simon Fraser Univers ity; her legacy to women, science and technology was
the theme for volume 13, number 2 of Canadian Woman Stu dies . Urs ula
Franklin and Li nda Ch ristiansen -Ruffman quote her (see foo tnot e 2) .

13 See footno te 2. An excellent example of feminist science is that ca rried out at
t he Cent re pour Petude des in te raction s bio logiques entre la sa nte et
l' en vironnem ent, Montreal, Quebec. Do nna Mergler gav e an overview of
occupationa l health research at the Women and Other Faces in Sci ence
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